Modular Buildings Benefiting Education

About Icon Construction
About Icon Construction
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con Construction, a small Native American owned company, offers the highest level of expertise in the modular

building industry today and gives individualized attention to each customer. On-site supervision is provided to ensure high
quality of workmanship and adherence to the completion schedule. The president of Icon Construction is known to visit the
construction site, at completion, to insure customer satisfaction.
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Keeping construction costs low while maintaining the highest level of workmanship and quality is a
challenge for any business. Icon Construction provides your business with the best modular
building solution available. Our modular building expertise and attention to detail has allowed
our valued clients to focus on what they do best... their business. So whether it’s portable
classrooms, modular offices, churches or other types of pre-engineered buildings, our high-tech
manufacturing plant will provide temporary or permanent modular buildings on schedule and
with the best quality materials available.
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About Modular Classrooms
Icon Construction, Inc. works with public and private schools, childcare centers, colleges, universities, and religious
organizations to provide a vast number of educational facilities. Modular construction is a versatile alternative to
traditional construction, allowing for deadlines to be met and more flexibility in terms of design. Most of our
customers’ needs can be met with a smaller modular building
designed to maximize space while saving time.
Icon Construction, Inc. offers the following options when the need
for additional space occurs:
°Entire School Construction
°One-Story & Two-Story Buildings
°Classroom Additions/Wings
°Dormitories
°Libraries
°Administrative Offices
°Computer Centers / Labs
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Icon Construction, Inc. is dedicated to meeting educational, childcare and religious organization customers’ needs for
fast, quality space. Whether your need is for a portable temporary classroom or a new modular school, Icon
Construction, Inc. is dedicated to providing you with an interior space that is well-thought-out and inviting to young
children while providing an environment that fosters lifelong learning.
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•In-House Design and Build (Custom Design)
•Turnkey Construction
•Reduced Budget
•Permanent or Re-Locatable Modular Classrooms

•Single Point of Contact for Project
•Ease of Purchase
•Lease Options Available
•Complement to any Educational Facility
•Factory Direct
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Icon Construction Team Offering Team Offering
• Turnkey General Contracting firm
• In-house Architectural / Engineering design
• In-house Project Management
• Design-Build capabilities
• In-house Manufacturing
• Solution Oriented
• Maximized Quality
• Cost Efficiency
• Compressed Time Frame

(888) 499-4266 or (214) 504-9098
www.icon-construction.com
1575 Heritage Dr., Suite 100
McKinney, TX 75069

• HUB-Zone Certified - SBA
• SDB Certified
• Veteran Owned
• GSA Schedule Contract
• Minority Owned
• Durant, OK Modular Factory

Cage Code: 1RW02
DUNS #: 931157361
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